
PLATE TECTONICS

Last time, we discussed the lithosphere, the outer rigid shell of the earth. The last major portion of this class
is devoted to understanding the forces acting in the earth’s upper ~100 km

Questions:

a) Do portions of the earth’s surface move relative to each other?

b) Why are there mountains, earthquakes, volcanoes, etc?

c) Why is the earth’s surface divided into continents and oceans?

These questions may seem unrelated, but they’re not!

In the last 25 years a major scientific advance - comparable to Newtonian mechanics, evolution, quantum
physics, etc...explained this. (The book:New View of the Earth is so good the lectures probably just
supplement it)

There are many tantalizing bits of information suggesting that large chunks of the earth’s surface must have
moved around:

a) Africa and South America appear to fit together (noticed by Bacon, 1620)

b) Glaciation (NVE p 18) -glacier ice moving on the earths surface (details in B01)leaves characteristic
scratches on rocks, sedimentarydepositsat edge of glacier, and characteristic topography. At present -
glaciers exist in polar regions. But300 myago - glaciers covered regions that are not at the equator. Even
funnier - the glaciated parts can be fit back together: presumably they were joined and near the south pole.

c) Fossils -comparison of species shows that some areas must have been joined in the past. For example, a
275 million year old reptile (mesosaurus) is found both in East South America and West Africa.

Relative timing can often be seen.

We gner (1912) proposedcontinental drift - That 300 my ago all the continents were joined in a
supercontinent called "Pangaea" which drifted apart. This would explain the glacial data, the fit of the
continents, and the fossils.

The theory was highly controversial and by the 1930s it was largely abandoned.This was because no one
could explain physically how it might work. What forces could "push" continents through the solid mantle?

With 20/20 hindsight, this was a classic scientific mistake. Everyone knows that you shouldn’t discard data
- the observations suggesting continental drift - just because you don’t hav ea model to explain it! But,
peopledo...

PALOEMAGNETISM

Continental drift was revived in the 1950s, when a new data type showed that continents must have moved.

Problem: how to prove that continents must have moved? Tricky question - what kind of markers are ther -
since you always have to measure motion with respect to something!Method: with respect to earth’s
magnetic field!

Since the 14th century, compasses were used to locate the magnetic north.Gilbert (1600) proposed that the
earth was a giant magnet.
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In particular, it acts like a bar magnet placet at the center of the earth and tilted 11° from the rotation axis -
this is why the magnetic north pole isn’t the same as the geographic north pole.

This type of magnetic field is called a dipole field of moment M, and to describe it at some latitude
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resolve the field (F) into a horizontal components (H) and a vertical component (Z).
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Often, we consider the angle that F makes with the horizontal, called inclination I
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The inclination of the field is related to the latitude in a simple way:
magnetic equator

�
= 0 I = 0

north magnetic pole
�

= 90 I = 90
45 ° N

�
= 45 I=63

45 ° S
�

= -45 I= -63
south magnetic pole

�
= -90 I = -90

I is positive in northern hemisphere, negative in southern hemisphere.This is useful for geology since rocks can
record the earth’s magnetic field in several ways:

1) As a molten volcanic rock (~600 C°) cools through the Curie temperature it acquires a magnetic field parallel to
and proportional to the earth’s magnetic field.

2) Sediments laid down slowly (often in the deep sea) can have grains aligned and also acquire magnetization.
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Suppose a rock was formed at the equator - it acquires magnetization parallel to the field at the equator. If i t is
somehow moved to another place - say the north pole - its magnetization won’t be parallel to the field there.The
rocks magnetization shows that it is now 90 ° aw ay from where it was magnetized - this can be stated that the
"apparent pole" is 90° form where the rock isnow. What’s happened (primarily) is that the rock has moved - not the
pole.

Paleomagnetists have made many determinations of the apparent polar wander (APW) paths given by rocks from
different areas.NVE 34 shows that APW paths for Europe and North America over time are different. Sincethe
magnetic pole can only be in one place - this shows that the two continents must have moved relative to each other.

To test this, NVE 35, paleomagnetists reanalyzed their data allowing for the fact that Europe and North America had
drifted apart.Correcting for this, the APW paths are the same.

ASIDE - How do they measure the magnetization of rock samples.Modern superconducting magnetometer too
complicated - but the older spinners are easy.

Faraday’s law:

voltage in coil=
−1

c

∂(flux B)

∂t
in cgs = −

∂(flux B)

∂t
in SI

where B is the magnetic field due to the sample. Now B changes as the sample rotates, so the voltage gives the mag-
nitude of the component ofB normal to the coil. To measure other components, reorient the sample and remeasurse
the magnitude of the components.

GENERATION OF THE EARTH’S MAGNETIC FIELD AND REVERSALS

Paleomagnetists became aware that the earths fieldre versesat times, and set up a reversal chronology by tying the
reversals to radiometric dates.The mechanism of the reversals is not understood at all - since the mechanism of the
field not understood.It’s assumed to be related to convection in the iron core! (temperature inside the core is too hot
for permanent magnet and a bar magnet can’t rev erse)
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How do we think the field is generated?

Lorentz Force (F= qE +
q

c
(V × B))

This requires a fixed magnet, but suppose we use a coil that can induce current in same way (this is how power-sta-
tion dynamos work). Thesystem has to turn at a critical speed to generate enough field to keep itself going (this
isn’t perpetual motion! If the earth didn’t rotate a magnetic field wouldn’t be generated.).

A dynamo can run just as well backwards (flip current and fields), but cannotflip velocity. This will not reverse -
but twodynamos connected by a wire from the coil of one to the others will flip.

So what is unknown about the generation of the earth’s magnetic field:
Details of the flow are unknown!
Driving force for flow are unknown!
Reversal mechanism is unknown! (It’s not periodic)
Probably the MAJOR unsolved problem of earth sciences

Perhaps convection is due to radioactive decay in core, and/or density instabilities.There are lots of observations of
slow drift near the surface, but we don’t know what causes it.


